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Track your fitness and make effective plans so that you can reach your
dreams faster. I believe that healthy living should be simple...which is why

I'm sharing these 8 simple planning pages from my planner system as a
professional athlete to help you keep your fitness and lifestyle organized!

//

FOR MONTHLY FREEBIES FOLLOW @CHANGEOFPLANNERS ON IG 

https://www.instagram.com/achangeofplanners/


WELCOME, 

Struggling to keep track of fitness goals or feeling too overwhelmed to
make progress? Trust me, I've been there so I know it's a lot. Keeping
a fitness journal can feel like one more thing on the to-do list and
honestly, it can make you feel super vulnerable. It can be an intimate
convo with yourself or pressure you to do things perfectly.

But I've learned that tracking progress can propel you toward your
goals faster, that it's not a cookie-cutter experience for all, and most
importantly...it doesn't have to be scary! And now I'm here to tell you
that you should do it too.  

Get ready to crush your goals and feel happier and more productive!
Enjoy!

Madeline 
WWW.MADELINEKOPP.COM

GOAL-
CRUSHER!

P.S. LET ME KNOW IF
THESE PAGES HELP.
SHOOT ME A DM ON
IG OR COMMENT ON

THE BLOG!



Learn some of the benefits of
tracking your fitness and why
journaling is a good idea.

01. 
WHY TRACK FITNESS?

WHAT'S INSIDE

An explanation of each planner
page and the ways you can use
them to track your progress!

02.
HOW TO USE THIS
PLANNER

Tips for setting effective fitness
goals.

03.
GOAL SETTING TIPS

Planner pages to track your
fitness progress and goals for you
to print and use as often as you'd
like.

04.
THE PLANNER PAGES

One final send off and you're
ready to go and crush your goals!
You got this. 

05.
CONCLUSION
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WHY TRACK 
MY FITNESS?

Big goals won't happen without a million teeny tiny
steps that are so small that they hardly feel
powerful. Combined together, they can get you
anywhere! Keeping track of them helps you stay
organized and know what you need to do.
Accountability. Your log/habit tracker is there to
remind you of the little things. When you don't
feel like you're making progress, you can look
back and see what you have/haven't been doing
and hold yourself accountable.
A fitness planner gives you a sense of control. You
want to reach your goal TODAY, but that's not
how life works. Give yourself a chance to breathe
by looking at your log and knowing you're working
on it.

For years, I refused to keep any form of training log or
journal about my training. It just seemed like one more
thing I'd have to keep track of in my busy life and to
keep it real, I was afraid of feeling vulnerable or over-
analyzing my training as an elite athlete.

But there's a reason some of the best athletes out
there do it and recommend it to others! It can be
super powerful. Here are some reasons why you
should track your fitness:

READ:  MORE REASONS
TO TRACK YOUR

FITNESS

I.
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https://www.madelinekopp.com/post/reasons-to-track-fitness


Fitness trackers show your progress clearly, so on
those no-so-great days you can stay motivated. Plus,
whenever you see a written goal or vision board,
you're subconsciously reminded to take steps towards
the goal and keep pushing on. 

Writing down some positive affirmations in a fit
planner is a great thing. If I've learned anything about
wellness, it's that we all need some extra positive
self-talk from time to time. The realist in me always
hated overly-optimistic and self-proclaimed
declarations of deserving success. But what about
positive affirmations backed by intention and
commitment? Now that I can get behind.

I do love jotting down a quote/affirmation of the
month in my planner (like, "I appreciate and love my
body.") Then I read it every time I open my planner! 
 But guided journaling helps you actually think through
positive affirmations and goals. 

When you know your reason and intention behind a
goal you're more likely to follow through. In this
guided journal, you'll find a spot to write limited
beliefs and replace them with positive affirmations.
Learn how to change the narrative and your happiness
and productivity will skyrocket!

READ:  40 POSITIVE
AFFIRMATIONS FOR

YOUR FITNESS
JOURNEY

READ:  CHANGING THE
NARRATIVE
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WHY TRACK 
MY FITNESS?

II.

https://www.madelinekopp.com/post/you-are-fit-capable-40-positive-exercise-affirmations
https://www.madelinekopp.com/post/how-to-change-your-internal-narrative-even-if-you-suck-at-staying-positive


HOW TO USE THIS
PLANNER

I couldn't just give you some planner pages, tell you why using
them can be good and send you on your way! So over the next
few pages I gave a few examples for filling out your planner and a
description of how each page can be used.

That said, get creative! The perfect planner system is the one
that's perfect for you. Your visual productivity can be way
different than mine. And that's okay. 

HELLO.MKONTHERUN@GMAIL.COM
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@MADDDDDDDDD

WHERE TO FIND ME IF
YOU NEED HELP OR

JUST WANT TO CHAT!

GET THE PAGES

https://www.madelinekopp.com/
https://www.instagram.com/maddddddddd/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r8EHREZDhVbPdIw5VxU4X_AFCEBdBF1Z/view?usp=sharing


I. EXPLANATION OF EACH PAGE
Monthly Mileage Log: Use this monthly planner sheet to keep track of your
mileage each day of the month. You can set a goal and list the results.
Additionally there are spots for mentality journaling that you can do at the
start of the month and at the end.

*Pro tip: write down the shoes you used and maybe even make a note
about how they felt or how many miles it was until they ran out.
*You can also use this to track other goals. Maybe you want to do 5
pullups by the end of the month. Use it in the same way!

Weekly Running Log/Running Log: These can be used simultaneously or on
their own! The running log has a little less space, but is great for long term
journaling and to see things big picture. With the weekly running log, you
have a little more space to reflect on your workouts from the week. *The
notes section is great for positive quotes!!

My Routine Card: Routine cards are a powerful tool for any planner. Add
them to your fitness planner to keep track of PT exercises, your fav ab
routine, and weekly, daily or monthly habits. They pair great with habit
trackers- follow your routine and then check it off for the day!

HOW TO USE THIS PLANNER
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GET THE PAGES

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r8EHREZDhVbPdIw5VxU4X_AFCEBdBF1Z/view?usp=sharing


II. EXPLANATION OF EACH PAGE
KPI Tracker: "KPI" stands for "key performance indicator." Many
industries, like finance and sales use them to measure success, but it's also
very relevant in sports, fitness and wellness. Essentially, KPIs are specific
measurements that can indicate how well you're performing/will perform.
(Ex: As a D1 400m runner, two KPIs for me might have been my 60m dash
time and my squat max. We track these to see if I'm on pace to race fast.)
You may not need something super scientific (although you might!) but this
planner page uses the concept of KPIs to help you keep track of your
progress! See the example sheet to get a better idea. 

Lift Log: If you want to be a bit more serious and organized about your gym
sessions, this page is for you. Strength training is amazing, but tracking
what you do can keep your activities organized, allow you to see when you
hit new PRs (my favorite!), and just keep you motivated.

Guided Journal and Goal Setter:  Sometimes "goal setting" is presented as
such a complicated thing. And don't get me wrong, it should be detailed
and action oriented. These two journal pages together help me to take a
second and breathe before going after my goals. The journal is a chance to
scribble down notes and just get your feelings out there, but the goal
setting sheet (which you can do second) is perfect for coming up with an
action plan. At the very least, it will get you started on a plan (cough cough
the hardest part). Writing down your goal is half the battle. Determining a
few measurable, attainable and actionable smaller steps gets you almost
all the way there. The rest is just about follow through! And hopefully a
good planner system will help you with that.

HOW TO USE THIS PLANNER
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GET THE PAGES

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r8EHREZDhVbPdIw5VxU4X_AFCEBdBF1Z/view?usp=sharing


III. GOAL SETTING TIPS
There is a ton of advice out there for setting goals. You could research it all
day. To stay on brand with keeping things simple, here are some important
things to keep in mind:

- A goal starts as a big picture- it's not the same as a habit or an action. (Think
about it this way, you can't do a goal.) Rather, a goal is made up of a bunch of
habits and actions. To really work towards a goal, it has to be broken down
into smaller and smaller actions and targets. 

- Combined, the actions and targets to work on make up your plan!

-Once you have a plan, you can start working to achieve the goal.

- To help you frame a goal in a practical and achievable way, ask yourself if
your goal is: specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, timed (or able to be
tracked). The mnemonic widely accepted is SMART. 

In the sample sheet, you see the goal "Run a 10 minute mile by the end of
summer to gain more confidence in my 5k races and to strive for greater
fitness." 

Specific: Run a 10 min mile
Non-Specific: Run OR Run a mile OR Run a faster mile
*run a faster mile or simply run a mile are  OK, but getting more specific by
saying 10 minutes is easier to measure and gives you a good endpoint. It
doesn't mean you can't run faster than 10 min and it doesn't mean you fail if
you don't achieve 10 minutes. 

HOW TO USE THIS PLANNER
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III. GOAL SETTING TIPS
Measurable: 10 mins, 1 mile
Non-measurable: without a time or a distance, "run" is sort of just an action

Achievable: This means that it's something realistic and actually attainable.
You should push yourself a bit, but saying "run a 4:30 mile" with no previous
running experience and only a short amount of time isn't realistic. If it's a goal
that you can't expect to meet, you might get discouraged early on. Think about
what opportunities or ideas you may have missed in the past that can help you
reach something more attainable, but still further than you've gone. 

Relevant: This seems kind of ridiculous, because why would you set a goal you
have no interest in or need for? Well, it happens! A series of goals that cover a
wide range of random areas can lead to confusion or time being thrown away.
To avoid this, I ask myself the why (hint: use the guided fitness journal in the
planner download) and make sure there are real and relevant reasons I care
about this goal. How is it serving me and how I currently picture my future?
The 10 min mile will give me confidence in my 5k and show my fitness is
improving!

Time: Ah, deadlines. Boo, I know. But deadlines are very motivational! You'll
have a reason to keep up with your habits and keep working. If you don't set a
deadline, it's so easy to let your mind wander and push things to the side.
Which is not conducive to reaching your goals. The 10 min mile is to be
achieved by the end of the summer. 

And finally, write that goal down. AKA the whole purpose of this workbook!
The second you write that goal down, it becomes real! You see it and now you
have a plan for it. Some people like to add it to a vision board or other journals
or even a poster on their wall. Every time you see it written down you feel
fueled to work toward it and are reminded to do what you need to do!

HOW TO USE THIS PLANNER
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THE PLANNER PAGES
Now that you know how to use the pages, all that's left to do is

download, print and start planning! Okay okay, that's maybe not as
simple as I made it seem. But I'll let you in on a little secret: the

hardest part is starting. So let's get after it!

PLANNER SIZES
Each planner page listed above comes in 5 different
sizes that are widely accepted agenda sizes, so there
should be something for everyone. Letter size is
included which you can print on any standard printer
and use in any binder!
Sizes: Letter, A5, personal, HP Mini, Classic HP

HOW TO PRINT
Every printer is different, but the printer configurations
that typically work are printing to scale (100%). Just
make sure you have the correct size under page setup
that you are printing ON. (Most likely letter size, unless
you choose to pre-cut your paper)
Files are in pdf format.
Files have crop marks.

WHERE TO DOWNLOAD
You can find all planner pages in this Google Drive.
Each set of pages is one file labeled by size.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yaZM-GcWpRfH9FCPAG_4ldY08BJxSsRF?usp=sharing


CONGRATS & THANK YOU!
I know I've said a lot of things. But it is my sincerest wish that whether you're

just starting out or trying to get your current fitness organized that these
planner pages help you out! As always, shoot me a message if you need help

with these pages or if you just want to tell me all about the goal you just
crushed. I'd love to hear it. I'm rooting for you!

IF YOU'VE MADE IT THIS FAR...

DID YOU SKIM EVERYTHING AND MISS THE
PAGES? I  SHOULD BE MAD AT YOU. . .BUT

HERE THEY ARE ANYWAYS.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
PLANNER HERE.
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